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The purpose of this document is to support the United Ways 
of Atlantic Canada in defining a path to regional unification.

Building on strategic choices made by the Active 
Collaboration Committee, this document outlines the key 
implementation phases, projects, and resources needed to 
maintain momentum and achieve success in Phase 2.
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Following Steps A and B, this document is intended to set the UW’s up for success for the balance on Phase 2. In particular, this document will 
outline:

• The work (e.g. individual workstreams with specific project deliverables) that needs to be done

• The approach to unify 11 separate organizations into one new entity, with the least disruption, cost and risk

• The effort (e.g. resources, time, budget) required to complete the work

• The team (e.g. project leadership, objectivity, specific skillsets and experience) that are needed to complete the work

• The implementation workplan and timeline, outlining the sequence of projects and milestones over the next 12 months

This document is meant to serve as a detailed and robust 12-month implementation plan for the balance of 
Phase 2. Over the last few months, the 11 United Ways have made bold choices about their shared future. 
This plan will support them in implementing those choices.

Objectives of this Document
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This document will serve as a fulsome 
work plan for the balance of Phase 2.

As the United Ways move into this phase 
of work, this deliverable will serve as a a
playbook to guide exactly what to do, 
how to do it, and the key resources 
needed to successfully complete Phase 2 
of their collaboration journey.
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Since January 2021, the 11 Atlantic United Ways have participated in a process to achieve greater collaboration across the region. The Active 
Collaboration Committee (ACC) has co-created a shared vision, and made three strategic choices for the purposes of Phase 2: 

1. How far to unify – a resolution was passed that the United Ways will go forward under the assumption of single-region unification, 
where 11 organizations come together as one legal entity

2. How to organize – a resolution was passed that the future state organization will be characterized by functional organizational model. 
This is a commonly used and familiar approach used across many organizations (including many United Ways today) – it is cost-effective 
and least disruptive to implement for new organizations.

3. How best to minimize risk, maintain momentum, and align stakeholders to a common outcome – the recommended 
implementation approach is an ‘all at once’ approach (versus staged) which allows all implementation / transition planning to be focused 
on a common Day One target for the newly formed organization. 

The implementation plan in this document outlines the path forward and how to deliver on the strategic choices made to date. At the highest 
level, the implementation spanning over the next 12 months can be broken into 3 stages. The plan is based on a design-led approach where 
the United Ways design for what they want and need first, and then take stock of the current state through analysis and due diligence.

The diagram on the next page outlines three key components of the balance of Phase 2:

• Design the Future: In order to understand what the future organization will look like and what it will need (at a detailed level), further 
analysis and design work are required. Key deliverables in this phase include detailed future state design and operating model for each 
functional area, defining key future business processes, and other legal, HR, and IT requirements.

• Perform Due Diligence: Once future designs are defined, due diligence and analysis on the HR, contractual, legal and financial implications of 
transitioning to a single region must be laid out. The key outcome of this step is a final, refined business case that factors in all of the assets, 
liabilities and opportunities that are realistic for the new regional entity. The intention of this phase is to provide enough information that all 11 
Boards are well informed to make a binding Go / No Go decision. 

Executive Summary (1/3)
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• Execute the Plan: If (and only if) a ‘Go’ decision is reached successfully in the previous step, the 11 United Ways will make themselves ready 
for Legal Day One, which will happen at a date to be determined. Key deliverables of this phase include Day 1 Readiness Checklist, 100 Day 
Plan, and internal and external communications strategy that will launch the new entity.

The three key phases are described in detail by 10 ‘workstreams’, or groups of related projects that need to be coordinated carefully to achieve 
the project’s goals. Workstreams of related projects are outlined in different colors below. Project Management and Change & Communications 
are ‘project-level’ workstreams that ensure the transformational project stays on track, whereas the remaining eight streams involve work to 
define the future organization.

Executive Summary (2/3)
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Workstreams are broken down further into individual projects, 
totaling 43 projects across all workstreams. 

It is important to note that the ACC and incoming Project Manager 
will make important decisions and use their discretion when 
creating a ‘master plan’ for implementation. Some projects may 
not be deemed necessary to prepare Boards for making Go / No Go 
decisions. The ACC should feel empowered to invite boards to 
make the decision sooner (or later) if the group is ready to do so. 

Similarly, the ACC is encouraged to become comfortable with some 
degree of ambiguity in the future state. If the ACC and UWs can 
adopt an agile and iterative mindset, understanding what is 
‘sufficient’ for each project. The goal at this time should be “do we 
have enough info to decide to move forward?”, recognizing that 
some information will not be known until integration begins.
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To complete the work outlined for the balance of Phase 2, the United Ways will need to commit dedicated resources. It is recommended that the 
UW seek external support to ensure the project is driven by objective, independent, and focused expertise. There is also vast internal expertise 
that could be applied to various workstreams, and the United Ways should explore the potential of secondments to utilize existing capabilities 
where possible. Phase 2 is outlined over a 12-month timeline, and it is estimated this work will require a team consisting of:

• A project manager

• 1-2 Business Analysts

• A part-time Change Manager

• A part-time Project Coordinator

A budget estimate (range) will be provided to the ACC, which will include costs related to the implementation of Phase 2, and probable costs that 
are often incurred during integrations such as this transaction.

The completion of Phase 2 is a top strategic priority for each individual organization and contributes to ensuring a more sustainable future for the 
Atlantic United Ways. Before the work outlined in this document can commence, the need for a non-binding Letter of Intent (LOI) has been 
identified. This next level of commitment is a signal that all 11 organizations are aligned on where they want to go in the future, understand the 
path forward, and are on board to see the unification journey through.

The LOI is not a legally binding document but re-affirms the intention and commitment for unification across the Atlantic region. It moves the 
exercise from an exploratory mission of defining the future state, to confirming that if all looks good after due diligence process, the 
organizations will become one. There is a long road ahead as the United Ways progress their unification journey, and an LOI is a necessary (and 
immediate) next step before expending the required resource, time, and effort.

Deloitte thanks the United Ways for the privilege of working with them to progress their courageous unification journey. We 
commend your bold ambition to harness your collective strength in numbers and do more for local communities across the Atlantic 
region.

Executive Summary (3/3)
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The Path to Unification
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The path to unification outlined in this section builds on three 
key strategic goals:

1. How far to unify (e.g. as a single region)

2. How to organize (e.g. by function)

3. How best to minimize risk, such as loss of momentum and 
delay (e.g. by using a ‘‘all at once’ ’ integration 
approach)

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap 10
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Since January 2021, the ACC has explored collaboration options within the Atlantic region. In May 2021, it 
was agreed to explore full unification as a new single entity for the Atlantic region.

Key Decision 1: Single Region
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Cape Breton

Newfoundland & Labrador

Halifax

Lunenburg

PEI

United Way
Pictou County

United Way
Colchester County

Greater Moncton 
& Southwest NB

Cumberland 
County

United Way
Saint John

United Way
Central NB

The United Ways in Atlantic Canada today One United Way organization in future

The ACC has agreed to a shared vision as one single region. For the balance of Phase 2, it will 
proceed with the assumption that all 11 United Ways will merge into one new legal entity.
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Preferred Model

The functional model was preferred by the 
ACC because it is:

• Most commonly used and familiar approach 
used by organizations across all industries 
and sectors, of different sizes

• Most similar to how United Ways are 
organized today

• Easiest to understand and communicate to 
internal/external stakeholders

• Clearly defined leadership, accountability  
and orientation for each function

• Best able to achieve consistency and 
standardization of key functions across 
region (e.g. donor experience, cyber 
security, etc)

• Least disruptive to implement

• Least costly to operate going forward

The ACC has selected a functional model from a range of potential models, and believes this approach is 
best positioned to deliver on its desired outcomes and shared vision for regional unification.

Key Decision 2: Functional Model 
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Shared Vision

Guiding Principles

Operating Model 
Evaluation Criteria
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Functional

Of three shortlisted organizational models, 
Functional was selected for its ability to drive 
the highest benefits and minimize 
disruption/risk/cost across the region.

Further analysis is needed to understand 
exactly what the new functional model will look 
like, the staffing needs of the new entity, and 
how existing UW resources will fit into the new 
organization.

Various operating 
model options

Preferred Model
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For the UW’s in Atlantic Canada, we recommend a ‘all at once’
approach, in which all transition planning and implementation is 
focused around a target ‘Day 1’ for the newly formed 
organization. 

• More time is spent in advance of this date to ensure that as 
much detailed planning is done and risks are mitigated where 
possible.

• Planning efforts produce a Day 1 Checklist and 100 Day Plan 
that allows for all organizations to be fully ‘ready’ to 
transition, as of the target date.

• The target date ‘triggers’ all of the legal changes required to 
merge all 11 UWs in the region into 1 new legally formed 
entity. 

• A phased approach would stage the transition by geography, 
or by function. For such small and lean organizations, this 
approach is not recommended as it would introduce a level of 
disruption, loss of momentum and risk (frustration?) that the 
benefits are not yet being seen.

The ACC will need to confirm the approach and pace of integration, ideally as a ‘all at once’  approach in 
which all 11 organizations integrate at once into a new legal entity.

Key Decision 3: ‘All at once’  Implementation Approach
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Strategy 

& 

Planning
Phased implementation

‘All at once’  implementation

The ‘all at once’ approach is cost- and time-efficient. 
It ensures the best use of UW resources, and is aligned to the guiding principles.
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With these three important decisions now made by the ACC, the next 12 
months can be broken into 3 stages, with two major milestones
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Formally engage 

Boards and 

sign Letters of 

Intent, 

committing to 

due diligence 

process

Detailed 

analysis and 

design of 

future state 

entity 

(e.g. org model, 

operating model,  

governance, etc.)

Perform due 

diligence to 

provide 

transparency 

and confirm 

expected 

outcomes

Plan transition 

and

assess change / 

communications 

needs

Refine 

business case 

and

make final 

recommendation 

to UW Boards

Execute 

transition and 

change/comms 

strategy 

100 Day Plan

Collect data and 

records from all 

11 UWs 

(e.g. financial, 

office leases, 

staffing, donors, 

compensation, 

programs/services 

etc.)

Legal Day One of 

New Regional 

Entity

elapsed 
time

Go / No Go 

Decision

Design the Future Perform Due Diligence Execute the Plan
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Phase 2 will feature key activities and projects to ensure that the ACC does 
not lose momentum and will achieve important milestones
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Design the Future Perform Due Diligence Execute the Plan

• In order to understand what the future 
organization will look like and what it 
will need (at a detailed level), further 
analysis and design work are required. 

• Examples of future state 
design/analysis that will take place in 
this phase:

o Governance / board (incl. community-
level investment decision-making)

o Organizational model / staffing structure

o Key business processes

o Key process and design about fundraising, 
community relations, etc.

• We then need to assess the HR, 
contractual, legal and financial 
implications of the transition to a single 
region.

• For example, due diligence will be 
performed in key areas such as:

o Financial arrangements for each UW

o External contracts and commitments

o Office space and leases

o Legal and Tax Structures

o HR / staffing implications

o IT systems and software

• Detailed future state design and 
operating model for each functional 
area

• Key future business processes

• Legal / HR / IT / other requirements
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s • Current state inventory of all Atlantic UW 
people, assets and liabilities (such as 
contractors, service agreements, leases, 
physical assets, software licenses, etc.

• Final business case

• Go / No Go Decision

• If a Go decision is reached successfully, 
we will then plan and get ready for Legal 
Day One. 

• Key questions:

o What must be done before Day One? What 
can wait until after?

o Have all staff been fully briefed and clear 
on their new roles?

o Have all donors and partners been 
appropriately informed?

o Are external communications ready to 
launch? Media releases?

• Day 1 Readiness Checklist 

• 100 Day Plan

• External communications plan and tactics

• Internal UW staff / leadership briefing 
and training

Balance of Phase 2 (Step C: Implementation)
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Implementation Workstreams and 
Projects
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Some key terms that are used in this section:

The following section outlines the recommended implementation approach, workstreams, projects, and 
provides a roadmap to unification for the 11 United Ways of Atlantic Canada.

Introduction to this section
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What is Project 

Management?

What is a 

Workstream?

What is a Project?

What is a 

Project Management

Office or “PMO”?

• A Project Management Office or “PMO” is a 
highly effective structure used by 
organizations to provide structure, 
coordination, and people resources needed by 
complex transformational projects. 

• The PMO is a temporary structure staffed by 
internal and/or external resources assigned to 
the projects. It is usually led by a Project 
Manager, who is accountable for delivering the 
work to approved schedule, budget, and 
outcomes.

• Project management is the process of 
leading the work of one or more teams, 
to achieve all project goals within the 
given constraints.

• Project management is a disciplined 
approach to coordinating multiple project 
activities or teams to ensure that the 
right work gets done, at the right time, 
and that any unusual issues are dealt 
with appropriately.

• A project is the temporary work that 
creates a defined outcome, such as the 
answer to a certain question, or produce a 
piece of analysis or write a report.

• Every project needs a defined scope which 
ensures that the project will produce 
answers to the question being asked.

• Projects should follow a defined workplan 
and should be managed carefully to avoid 
straying into out of scope areas.).

• A workstream is a group of related projects 
that need to be coordinated carefully to 
achieve the project’s goals.

• An example of a workstream is the 
Organization and HR, which often includes 
many individual projects focused on topics 
such as organizational design, staffing, 
recruitment, compensation, all of which 
need to be ‘in sync’ to be successful.
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Workstreams of related projects are outlined in different colours below. Project Management and Change & Communications are ‘project-level’ 
workstreams that ensure the transformational project stays on track, whereas the remaining nine streams involve work to define the future 
organization.

Phase 2 consists of 10 workstreams, each of which has multiple projects
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Project Management

Change & Communications

Governance & Leadership

Finance, Assets & Contracts

Org Design & HR

Brand & Marketing

Information & Technology

Development & Community

Programs & Services

Legal & Union Relations

Design the Future Perform Due Diligence Execute the Plan
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Project & Change
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There are 7 projects in the Project and Change workstream

Introduction to this section
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Establish PMO and onboard project resources1

Develop detailed, integrated Unification Plan2
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A high-level 
description of 
each project 

is contained in 
the following 
pages of this 

section

Establish Phase 2 Project Governance3

Set up PMO process and tools4

Conduct stakeholder change needs analysis5

Develop internal / external communications plan, tools and templates6

Execute change/communications plan7
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Ongoing Project management, change/comms and stakeholder engagement1-

1 Not a defined project– this stream of work will be embedded across the entire project and is identified in the project plan on p.50 
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The key to a successful unification process is the establishment of project leadership and coordination across 
all areas of work, embedding rigorous scope, discipline, and resource management.

Workstream: Project Management
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• Project management is perhaps the most important success factor in any complex transformation. Formal structures and processes will be needed to ensure that 
the right work gets done, by the right people, according to the timeline and budget outlined. 

• The Project Management workstream will be accountable for preparing the plan that determines for the balance of Phase 2, what work exactly needs to get done 
to achieve our goals? Who will do that work, what are the steps, and how long should it take? Who will oversee and make project-level decisions? 

Key Strategic Questions to be Answered

Establish PMO and 

onboard project 

resources 

• Establish formal Project Management Office (PMO) to lead and support the unification process. The PMO should provide 
structure, formality as well as good project management processes, technology and the project resources that will have the day-
to-day responsibility for scoping, planning, managing, supporting, and assessing the benefits of all in-scope projects within the 
Phase 2 integration process. 

• Once the PMO structure has been agreed, project resources should be confirmed, including role descriptions, responsibilities,
and expected time commitment for each member. Some project resources may be outsourced/external to United Ways, whereas 
others can be seconded internal resource. 

Key Projects

Develop Integrated 

Unification plan

• Given a transformative project of this size and scale, it is strongly recommended that the PMO will prepare a detailed, robust 
and integrated master plan that outlines the work to be done at the activity / task level. Such a master plan will clearly identify 
where there are dependencies between areas of work (for example, certain analysis which must be complete before other work  
begins). The plan will also identify target dates for major milestones (e.g. decision points). 

• Detailed scoping for each of the projects outlined in this roadmap will be needed.

Set up PMO 

processes and tools

• Project management rigor and discipline usually comes from the establishment of the right processes and tools to support 
effective risk identification, documentation, and ongoing coordination of many different areas of work. The PMO will find a 
balance between too much administration, and ‘just enough’ discipline to ensure the project stays on track, by creating tools
such as project status reports, risk/issue logs, change requests, and project scoping templates.

1

2

Establish Phase 2 

Project Governance

• Governance of the unification project and all its workstreams will be critical to ensure that the right decisions are being made, at 
the right time, by the right oversight bodies. As with its earlier work, the ACC will have day-to-day project-level decision-making 
responsibility, whereas some of its decisions will be put forward as recommendations to UW Boards. Re-confirming the size, 
authorities, composition, and processes of the ACC will be an important step early in the next stage of Phase 2 activity.

3

4
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As the UWs undergo massive transformation, developing targeted, transparent communications with all 
stakeholders will be critical to manage the change, and ensure alignment and buy-in.

Workstream: Change & Communications 
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• The process of merging 11 United Ways into one new regional entity represents transformational change across each of the organizations. This kind of change will 
need to be managed carefully, for example, to ensure that all key stakeholder groups are appropriately informed, engaged, and supportive of the change. 

• This stream will coordinate projects that answer a few key questions, such as: what do our most important stakeholders need to know from United Way during 
the transition to maintain confidence in us? What is the right timing for engaging each group? What channels of communication will be most effective? How can 
we keep our messages consistent within the Atlantic region while this transformation is underway?

• Note: this workstream should focus only on change-related communications and stakeholder engagement, related to the unification project itself. 
Its scope should not include communications/marketing efforts that will ultimately be the responsibility of the new entity (e.g. campaigns, logos). 

Key Strategic Questions to be Answered

Conduct stakeholder 

change needs analysis

• Analysis of the change and communications needs for all internal and external stakeholder groups in the Atlantic region. Such
stakeholders will include all UW leaders, staff, Board members, key donors, key community partners, unions, government 
partners, and the broader local communities. It is important to assess where they are currently in change readiness, and 
where do we need them to be in future to ensure successful a project outcome. 

• Some UW Board members, staff and key volunteers may be identified as Change Champions. These internal advocates can 
form an informal network to help share information, address questions or concerns, and generally ‘champion’ the 
transformation and strategic decisions that have been made.

Key Projects

Develop 

internal/external 

communications plan, 

tools and templates

• A high-quality communications plan will take into account the change needs of the UWs various stakeholders across the region, 
including staff, and will set out a program of communications and engagement that includes key messages, communications 
channels (e.g. in-person, virtual meetings, private social media groups, email messages, press releases). 

• The plan should provide support to deliver a cascade of change/communications that outlines the channels, messages, timing 
and techniques required to achieve successful understanding and alignment, including an official public announcement date for
the Atlantic unification decision. Common tools and templates will be developed to support the 11 United Ways to engage their
staff, Boards, local communities, local partners and others. 

Execute 

communications / 

change plan

• Once the plan, tools and templates have been developed, the PMO will prepare coordinated communications over the course of 
the project, and execute the plan as outlined. Some communications will be distributed by the project itself, whereas others 
should be delivered separately by the 11 United Ways.

5

6

7
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Governance & People
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There are 6 projects related to Governance & Leadership

Introduction to this section
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Design governance model for the new entity8

Design role of new CEO9

Develop constating documents, key governance policies and processes10

Select new Board of Directors111

Plan dissolution of existing Boards12

Select new CEO113
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A high-level 
description of 
each project 

is contained in 
the following 
pages of this 

section

1 Note: Projects 11 and 13 happen if and only if a ‘Go’ decision is reached.
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The newly formed UW in Atlantic needs strong governance and leadership to ensure they meet strategic and 
financial outcomes, remain sustainable, and increase the UW relevancy with current and future stakeholders.

Workstream: Governance & Leadership
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• One of the most delicate and important topics in the unification process will be the establishment of appropriate governance for the new legal entity. As a non-
profit organization, the new United Way will need a Board of Directors, by-laws, governance processes, and all of the formal policies to ensure that its long-term 
sustainability is ensured. 

• The Governance and Leadership workstream will answer several important strategic questions: What are the right structures for the new governance model, 
including Board of Directors, Board Committees, and local representation? Who will lead the newly formed organization and how will we select a leader? What is 
the right distribution of authority to ensure locally-empowered investment decisions, with appropriate regional coordination?

Key Strategic Questions to be Answered

Design governance 

model for the new entity

• The most common structure for a non-profit entity is a board of directors. For the new regional entity, it will take additional 
design work to decide the Board’s composition, authorities, and any sub-structures required (e.g. committees of the board), 
along with key Board offices (e.g. secretary, treasurer, etc). 

• A key aspect of the design work will be to design the governance structures that will provide locally-empowered decisions on 
investments, for example, by structures like Community Investment Committees. Defining the role, mandate, composition, 
size and specific authorities of these structures will be critical to avoiding any confusion in the new entity.

Key Projects

Design role of 

new CEO

• New leadership will be required for the new regional entity. A role description will be developed in alignment with the new 
strategic priorities of the regional organization. It will also reflect a set of desirable personal, professional, educational and 
other criteria to select the new leader, and a pool of potential internal /external candidates will need to be developed. 

• The UWs can look to existing role descriptions for CEO / EDs across all 11 organization as a starting point for the new 
organization CEO role description.

Develop constating 

documents, key 

processes and policies

• A new entity requires a range of important governance documents, many of which need to be in place in order to register a 
new non-profit organization, such as by-laws. Other important documents are required to ensure that the board and directors 
are clear on their collective and individual responsibilities, to guide decision-making, and effect good governance starting on 
Day One.

• Key governance processes, particularly the election of Board members for the new entity, process to identify candidates and 
select a new CEO, and selection of a new Board Chair, will be documented in accordance with good governance principles.

8

9

10
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The newly formed UW in Atlantic needs strong governance and leadership to ensure they meet strategic and 
financial outcomes, remain sustainable, and increase the UW relevancy with current and future stakeholders.

Workstream: Governance & Leadership (cont’d)
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Plan dissolution

of existing UW Boards

• At the appropriate time, the existing 11 United Way Boards will need to be dissolved in a carefully planned sequence of 
activities. 

• The dissolution will involve several legal processes, including passing a motion to dissolve by each United Way, the formal 
transfer of assets to the new legal entity, and filing of the appropriate paperwork with CRA and the appropriate provincial 
government. 

• Development of the dissolution plan will need external legal advice.

Key Projects

12

Select new CEO
(completed after go/no go 

decision)

• At the appropriate time, the new entity’s most senior leader should be identified using a well-defined, rigorous and transparent
process. This is an excellent opportunity to create a diverse pool of internal and external candidates, use innovative selection
techniques to reduce inherent bias, hear from candidates about their vision for the new regional organization and how it will
make a greater impact on Atlantic Canada’s communities of need. 

• The successful individual should be one who offers the right combination of experience, skills and perspective to lead United
Way through a period of intense change, redefinition, and to elevate the organization to achieve the potential of its new 
regional profile.

• The new leader would be employed by the new legal entity starting on Day One.

13

Elect members 

for new 

Board of Directors 
(completed after go/no go 

decision)

• Board members will be needed for the new entity, potentially drawing from the pool of existing Board members from across 
the region, and/or bringing in new external members. 

• Board elections should be done in a robust and transparent process, engaging appropriate stakeholders and allowing all 11 
United Ways an opportunity to nominate their preferred members to the new Board. 

• Board members should be elected for a first term, effective Legal Day One.

11
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There are 6 projects in the Organization & People workstream

Introduction to the next section

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap 27

Set up basic HR admin processes119

Develop new role descriptions15

Develop an HR inventory16 A high-level 
description of 
each project 

is contained in 
the following 
pages of this 

section
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Assess and make people transition decisions17

Develop an HR transition plan18

Design new organization and staffing model14

1 Note: Project 19 happens if and only if a ‘Go’ decision is reached.
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This workstream will have the largest perceived impact on staff as UWs work through how to transition the 
resources of 11 United Ways into one new entity, and to design new roles for those individuals and teams.

Workstream: Organization Design & Human Resources

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap 28

Design new regional 

organizational and 

staffing model

• The UWs have already decided their organization will follow a functional model. What this means at a detailed level 
remains to be designed. An important next step is to map out a mutually exclusive, collectively exhaustive set of 
functions that make up UW operations, and to design a regional organization that ensures effectiveness and efficiency.

• A key element of this project will be to define the staffing structure of each function: what new roles will be created? 
How many are needed? What is their specific scope and area of responsibility? Are these new roles appropriate for entry-
level staff, or for more experienced staff? Or are they manager-level? Which leaders do they report to?

• This design activity should be done in a future-oriented manner that does not try to factor in existing UW resources in 
the region. Transition of existing resources is a separate project to be done later.

Key Projects

Develop new role 

descriptions

• For each role in the new organization, job design and development of role descriptions will be required. These should be 
detailed enough to provide candidates with enough information to understand the role, what is required and its 
importance in the new regional organization. The job design activity should provide a detailed set of tasks and activities 
of the entire job to be performed. This will be helpful in supporting incoming employees to understand what is expected 
of them in the new organization.

• Clarity about the desirable, mandatory, personal, professional, and educational characteristics should be included in the 
event that external recruiting is required. 

15

14

• Understanding the exact organizational model and staffing needs for the new regional entity will require additional design work early in the next stage. Key 
questions to be answered include: What are the senior leadership roles required for each function?  Can some functions be combined for greater efficiency? Which 
ones? What new roles are required to achieve the new regional entity’s strategic goals, particularly around fundraising, eminence, greater community impact, 
advocacy, government relations? 

• NOTE: It should not be assumed that current United Way staff will simply transition to a similar role in the new entity. It should be assumed that roles will change 
to better achieve strategic outcomes, and to align with the new regional model. For that reason, every role in the new regional entity will require what is known as 
“job design”. At the appropriate time, existing staff will be transitioned into the new entity based on their area of interest, skills and development needs.

Key Strategic Questions to be Answered
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Set up basic

HR admin processes 
(completed after go/no go 

decision)

• A small number of mission-critical human resources administrative functions will be necessary on Day One of the new 
entity, such as setting up payroll and benefits. 

• It will also be important to have short-term hiring processes in place, recruiting for permanent roles, as well as onboarding 
processes for new and transitioning employees.

Develop an 

HR inventory

• A key step in the due diligence process will be to collect all people-related information from the 11 United Ways, for 
example: complete staffing lists, employment contracts, basic employee profile and demographics (e.g. employment 
history, date of hire, location, tenure, and whether they belong to a union), compensation and benefits, vacation/sick leave 
owing, etc. 

• All HR-related policies, processes, employee handbooks, and other information will also be collected from each UW to 
understand the existing policies in place. It will also be important to identify any pending employment litigation or lawsuits, 
or potential labour action that could present challenges to the new organization.

This workstream will have the largest perceived impact on staff as UWs work through how to transition the 
resources of 11 United Ways into one new entity, and to design new roles for those individuals and teams

Workstream: Organization Design & Human Resources (cont’d)
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Key Projects

16

Assess and 

make people 

transition decisions

• This step is also called HR Due Diligence, which involves a detailed assessment of existing HR contracts and commitments, 
as well as a gap analysis between the roles identified for the new organization, and the existing UW personnel. 

• Several outputs are produced, including the harmonizing of compensation and benefits programs for personnel moving to 
the new entity, and the development of packages for any staff retiring or exiting. If gaps exist and no UW staff has the 
appropriate qualifications, then external recruitment should be considered. 

17

Develop an HR 

transition plan

• A step-by-step transition plan will be developed to outline the steps required to bring UW staff into the new entity, or in 
the event of severance/retirement, to appropriately and sensitively manage the exit of valued UW staff. 

• It will outline other steps required to be ready for Legal Day One. Part of the Phase 2 work will be to decide which HR 
functions are required for Day One, and then developed as needed. Examples include training and development, 
performance management and recruitment.

18

19
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There are 6 projects in in the Legal & Union Relations workstream

Introduction to the next section

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap 30

Prepare by-laws and other legal documents20

Prepare new employment agreements121

A high-level 
description of 
each project 

is contained in 
the following 
pages of this 
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Prepare exit packages (if any)122

Assess Union Contract and Plan Transition23

Register New Entity124

Dissolve Existing UWs125

1 Note: Projects 21,22, 24, and 25 happen if and only if a ‘Go’ decision is reached.
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There are numerous legal implications of an 11-entity integration, ranging from the assessment of current 
assets and liabilities for the new entity, to sensitive handling of unions and employees

Workstream: Legal & Union Relations
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Key Projects

Prepare exit

packages (if any) 
(completed after go/no go 

decision)

• While no exits or terminations are planned or expected, it is only realistic to accept in a complex integration such as that, that 
some UW staff may opt out of transitioning to the new entity, or that voluntary severance options are considered. 

• In that event, any departing employees will be treated with utmost sensitivity and respect. Appropriate packages will be 
prepared as part of this work.

Prepare by-laws and 

other legal documents

• The new entity will require several legal documents such as by-laws, Articles of Incorporation, and other documents that will 
be filed with the provincial governments. 

• Additionally, there may be agreements related to the transfer of property, assets or intellectual property which may require 
legal documents to be prepared. 

Prepare new 

employment 

agreements
(completed after go/no go 

decision)

• All non-union UW staff moving to the new entity will be moving into a new role. Each one will require new employment 
agreements (including salary and benefit specifications). 

20

• There are several important legal questions that will be answered in Phase 2, such as: What is the appropriate legal form for the new regional entity? What legal 
documents need to be developed, or filed with various government departments including CRA to establish the new entity? What needs to be done to close out the 
11 existing United Ways? What about our employee’s union – what does our unionized environment mean for the future entity?

• An integration process also requires straightforward legal work that needs to be performed, such as the drafting of legal agreements (e.g. Letter of Intent 
documents, employment agreements, by-laws, etc.). This workstream will also include Union Relations, to provide a specialized approach to assessing the existing 
UW union agreements, and what options or considerations this creates for the unification process. 

Key Strategic Questions to be Answered

21

22
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There are numerous legal implications of an 11-entity integration, ranging from the assessment of current 
assets and liabilities for the new entity, to sensitive handling of unions and employees

Workstream: Legal & Union Relations (cont’d)
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Key Projects

Assess union contract 

and plan 

transition

• Investigation of the existing UW union contract / collective bargaining will be important to assess how to proceed with the 
union in Phase 2. It is possible and relatively straightforward to integrate the unionized staff into the new entity, however it
may require the negotiation of a new agreement.

• The new entity’s HR systems including compensation, seniority, recruiting / job posting, and other policies and processes may
be affected by the presence of a union. 

• NOTE: It should not be assumed that all future employees of the new entity will become unionized, nor that the unionized 
employees cannot be brought into the new entity. 

• Instead, we will need to be patient and assess the situation on a case by case basis with appropriate legal advice to decide the
best course of action.

23

Register

new entity                   
(completed after go/no go 

decision)

• All appropriate filings and registrations will be planned in a readiness checklist, and then executed to ensure that the new 
entity is launched on the target date for Legal Day One.

• Several notifications will also be needed, including notifying UWCC of the new entity and filing any paperwork with CRA, 
banks, and other organizations.

24

Dissolve 

existing UWs
(completed after go/no go 

decision)

• The 11 United Ways will be dissolved as of Legal Day One, and their assets transferred to the new entity. These actions should 
be outlined carefully in a Dissolution Checklist. 

• A key first step is to obtain a resolution from each board (see Project 12, which will provide the legal intent from each 
organization to dissolve themselves), in addition to various legal documents to be prepared and processes to be followed to 
unwind each of these 11 organizations. 

25
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Impact & Passion

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap 33
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There are 9 projects in three Impact & Passion workstreams

Introduction to this section

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap 34

Inventory UW’s social media, websites, and other branded items26

Define UW brand for new regional entity127

Develop and execute launch plan128

Assess and document existing UW relationships with donors and community partners29

Develop Atlantic-wide fundraising strategy30

Develop Community Investment Policy31

Assign community partners and donors to new entity132

Inventory existing UW programs and services33

Plan migration of programs and services to new entity134
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1 Note: Projects 27, 28, 32, and 34 happen if and only if a ‘Go’ decision is reached.
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Developing a strong brand identity for the new organization, harmonizing external communications, and 
planning a celebratory launch, will be critical steps to aligning stakeholders and effective transitioning.

Workstream: Brand & Marketing

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap 35

Inventory UW’s 

websites, 

social media and other 

branded items

• We will develop a long list of all internal/external internet and social media sites (e.g. UW websites, Facebook pages, Twitter 
accounts, and any other sites that use the 11 United Way’s current branding). We will also develop a list of printed branded 
items such as office signage, paper-based marketing materials, business cards, letterhead, printed campaign or workplace 
giving collateral, etc. 

• All of these will be identified and documented as assets of the existing 11 entities. At a later stage, they are migrated to the
new entity’s control, retired if necessary, or replaced with the appropriately branded item for the new entity.

Key Projects

26

• Some organizations struggle to define their brand identity, or to communicate their passion to stakeholders – but not United Ways. The 11 United Ways in Atlantic 
Canada share a common brand strength, commitment to their local communities and desire to see their brand elevated.

• Coming to agreement on the new brand, new name, and coordinating how that brand is expressed across all internal and external channels will be an important 
step in Phase 2 to avoid confusion and ensure that stakeholders receive consistent messaging. Key questions include: What will the new organization be called? 
How will we launch the new organization to the public? What marketing items and social media channels need to be consolidated for the new entity?

Key Strategic Questions to be Answered

Define new 

regional UW name 
(completed after go/no go 

decision)

• United Ways will work through a naming process with United Way Centraide Canada. 
27

Develop and 

execute launch plan 
(completed after go/no go 

decision)

• Items such as the organization’s name will be required for Legal Day One. 

• Websites will need to be integrated and new content developed to showcase the new organization. All design activities, 
approvals, and launch activities will be part of the readiness planning. An official announcement or launch plan will be needed 
to formally and consistently share the unification with local and regional media. Tactics including advance media 
release/communications, scheduling interviews with United Way leaders and staff, and sharing news through the UW network.

• Launching the new organization through fun celebrations and events around the region should be a core part of this launch to 
ensure staff and community leaders, volunteers, partners and others are engaged, acknowledged and appreciated for their 
hard work and continued involvement. 

28
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The UWs have a great opportunity to bolster their collective strength in numbers and change the way they 
approach resource development and community relations.

Workstream: Development & Community

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap 36

Key Projects

Assess and document 

existing relationships

• Part of the UWs coming together will mean sharing of long-standing relationships with donors and community partners. A key 
element of understanding how the future organization will manage these relationships, is to inventory and document what they 
are, by providing contact information and history for existing resource development partners, funders, and donors.  

• A degree of categorization will also be needed to assess how significant that relationship is, whether it is part of a broader 
organization that duplicates effort across the region (e.g. banks), or whether it is a one-off small community-level partner 
(such as a local Knights of Columbus, food bank, or high school). 

• Design choices will need to be made about where those relationships will reside in the future organization, or whether those 
relationships are best maintained by local staff and leadership.

25

• One of the most fundamental priorities for the new organization will be to harness the collective power of the 11 United Ways, and translate this into high-quality 
fundraising and the increase of revenue across the region. Working together to agree on fundraising priorities, common approaches, as well as developing clear 
protocols, processes and policies will ensure that all UW staff are ‘rowing in the same direction’.

• Some of the key questions to be answered in this workstream will include: How exactly will we fundraise in the future? What will be our priorities? How will we 
segment and manage donors from each of our communities? Who will ‘own’ those relationships and engage with donors? How will we maintain donor 
relationships? What common processes and tools will we use? Once funds are raised, how will we allocate money to local communities? 

Key Strategic Questions to be Answered

Develop Atlantic-wide 

fundraising strategy 

• The UWs should reflect on lessons learned from Atlantic Compassion Fund, identify opportunities for improvement, and build 
on this positive experience. 

• Consideration will be needed to segment, evaluate and decide how to manage the various types of donors and fundraising 
sources (e.g. prospects, individual giving, corporate giving, bequeaths, foundations). 

• It will be important to objectively assess and categorize development and other community relationships and understand 
where they are best placed in the future organization. Who will engage with these groups? What is the UWs’ funding request? 
How will the future organization (and specifically who) will approach those donors?

• While there may be a need for regional coordination of resource development, it will be important for UWs to continue their 
local fundraising efforts to maintain continuity. As the UWs move to a uniform donor experience across the region, they should 
also think through moments that matter for all segments of donors to make the experience effective, simple, and reflective of
modern approaches.

29
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The UWs have a great opportunity to bolster their collective strength in numbers and change the way they 
approach resource development and community relations.

Workstream: Development & Community (cont’d)

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap 37

Key Projects

Develop Community 

Investment Policy

• While there may be a need for regional coordination of resource development, it will be important for UWs to continue their 
local fundraising efforts to maintain continuity. 

• A key project of this workstream will be to develop a method of allocation and dissemination of dollars to communities from 
regional funds raised (e.g., 1-1 distribution based on where dollars are raised, weighted distribution based by population or 
priority need).

• The policy developed in this workstream (in coordination with the Governance workstream) will inform the authorities granted 
to those involved with locally-empowered community investment decisions. 

• A clear definition will be established of what this means, and the extent to which community investments will be “decided” (or 
recommended?) by the local committee.

31

Assign donors and 

community partners to 

the new entity  
(completed after go/no go 

decision)

• Donors and community partners may be affected by the establishment of a new entity. 

• While the Change and Communications workstream will plan the communications and engagement of these groups  throughout 
the project, as Legal Day One approaches, it will be important to assign a relationship owner to each organization, and make 
the appropriate introduction or communicate any changes in a clear and easy to understand manner.

• It is assumed that most smaller, one-off organizations based on local communities will remain with their current relationship 
owner (e.g. the local ED) however there are some examples where they may be treated like ‘accounts’ and assigned to a 
different team within the new entity.

• These are some of the design decisions that should be made in Phase 2, prior to Legal Day One of the new entity.

32
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The 11 UWs most likely offer a wide range of programs and services in the Atlantic region. Changes are not 
expected, but it will help to identify ways to bring programs under common oversight in the new entity.

Workstream: Programs & Services
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Inventory 

existing UW programs

• From owning a building and offering affordable housing, to allocating funds to community partners, the United Ways are 
diverse in the programs and services that best serve the communities where they are located. 

• No changes are anticipated at this time, however due diligence will explore those programs and services that exist today to 
understand if there are assets, liabilities or other obligations that exist prior to unification.

• The nature of programs and services will also inform the detailed design of the new organization, for example, by ensuring 
that common functions are appropriately managed.

• At a later date, it will also be possible from this inventory to assess whether there are opportunities to streamline programs 
and services delivered around the region, for example, by having common oversight, policies and processes.

Key Projects

Plan migration of 

programs and services 

to new entity                
(completed after go/no go 

decision)

• For those programs and services that will be migrated to the new entity, a transition plan will be required to ensure continuity. 

• We will prepare this as a readiness checklist and transition plan, to ensure that all programs and services are appropriately
managed in the new entity, that continuity is assured, and that the external partners and funding recipients enjoy a seamless
experience.

33

34

• To date, we have anecdotal information about the breadth of programs and services currently offered by the Atlantic United Ways.

• Some of the key questions to be answered in the Programs and Services workstream will include: what are the programs and services that are offered across the 
region? Are there duplications where we might be able to find efficiencies? Do we have common priorities or approaches in our programming? How can we 
leverage the programs and services already developed to add value in communities we already serve, or even serve new underserved communities?

Key Strategic Questions to be Answered
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Enabling Areas

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap 39
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There are 9 projects related to financial and technology topics in the Enabling Areas workstream

Introduction to this section

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap 40

Inventory all UW banking and financial arrangements35

Assess financial obligations and make transition decisions36

Develop financial model and refine business case37

Set up basic banking and financial processes138

Define immediate IT needs and make key technology decisions40

Assess and plan data migration 41
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Prepare for Day One business operations142

Develop financial readiness checklists and transition plan39
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Assess and plan for Day One IT support143

1 Note: Projects 38, 42, and 43 happen if and only if a ‘Go’ decision is reached.
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The Finance, Assets and Contracts workstream provides critical transparency and due diligence to the entire 
unification process; this stream will lead the due diligence and business case development processes.

Workstream: Financial, Assets & Contracts

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap 41

Key Projects

Inventory all UW 

banking and financial 

arrangements

• The due diligence processes involved in unifying 11 different organizations into one new legal entity will be intense. It will 
involve the collection of all financial records such as :

• Previous financial statements

• Bank account details and bank statements

• Savings and Investments

• Credit Facilities and Debts

• Accounts Receivable and Payable

• CRA HST and other account statements

• Compensation information

• Other financial information

• The process will also involve the inventorying of material physical assets owned by the UWs in the region, such as land, 
property, buildings, equipment, vehicles, etc. The inventory will provide a full picture of the financial state to feed the business 
case and inform eventual Go / No Go decisions.

• Lastly the process will collect and analyze in detail all contracts and commitments from each of the 11 UWs, such as 
employment agreements, leases, telecoms and utilities, software licenses, etc. Of greatest interest will be supplier and contract 
relationships (such as mobility contracts, office leases, equipment leases such as large printers or photocopiers, IT service
contractors, cleaning or maintenance contracts), some of which may have fees associated with transferring of contracts to a 
new entity.

• This process will provide a record of bank accounts and other accounts that need to be closed, assets that need to be 
transferred or disposed of, liabilities to be managed, and HR information that will be factored into the final business case.

• This workstream will answer important questions and assist the 11 UW Boards to make a final, informed decision about unification. 

• This process requires significant transparency and rigour in order to provide answers to: What is the financial picture of each individual UW? Are our theories of 
unification realistic? Are there additional costs that we need to factor in? What assets needs to be transferred to the new entity? What financial commitments have 
been made throughout the region, and how will we handle them in unification? What is the final business case for unification?

Key Strategic Questions to be Answered
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The Finance, Assets and Contracts workstream provides critical transparency and due diligence to the entire 
unification process; this stream will lead the due diligence and business case development processes.

Workstream: Financial, Assets & Contracts (cont’d)

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap 42

Key Projects

Assess financial 

obligations and 

make transition 

decisions

• With 11 different organizations becoming one new entity, it is realistic to assume that there could be challenges integrating all 
of the assets and equipment from the original UW entities, into the new entity. For example, there could be duplication of 
certain assets, or incompatibility of equipment that would challenge the new entity’s operations (e.g. some people using Mac 
computers versus PCs, mobile phone types, etc).

• Analysis of the financial picture of each entity across the region will be performed to inform decision-making on all aspects of
the future entity, including whether assets will be disposed of, and how liabilities will be dealt with. 

• There is also a need to make key decisions that will have direct financial implications, for example: 

• How and whether to harmonize employment terms, vacation, leaves, transfer pension obligations, and other matters 
related to employee compensation and benefits;

• Whether old UW desks and furniture can be used in the new entity, or if some new furniture is needed; 

• Whether all UW offices will remain in their current locations, or if some offices should be closed; and

• Where the new entity will be located, and how much space may be needed.

• The outcome of this step will be that complete transparency will be obtained, and all parties involved in the unification will 
understand the risks and opportunities of the transaction, and that appropriate, informed decisions can be made.

36

Develop financial model 

and refine business case

• Financial modelling will assist the ACC in assessing the financial needs and operating requirements of the new organization. It 
will also help provide a more refined understanding of the actual costs associated with unification.

• A key input to the financial model will be the detailed future state design of the organization, including any new staff roles 
necessary for the interim and permanent steady-state operational needs.

• It will be important for the ACC to understand how revenues will be brought into the new entity, both those dollars raised 
locally, and those raised through centralized fundraising. A key question to be answered in Project 31 is how dollars will be
shared and distributed throughout the region, potentially including how currently underserved communities may benefit from 
the new regional organization.

• It will also consider the financial implications of various scenarios, such as if all UWs choose to move forward with unification, 
and if unification is realistic with a smaller number of UWs that are willing to move forward (“coalition of the willing”).

• The outcome of this step will be an integrated financial model that provides transparency to UW Boards, and invites a final 
decision on unification. This is the point at which a Go/No Go Decision is made.
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The Finance, Assets and Contracts workstream provides critical transparency and due diligence to the entire 
unification process; this stream will lead the due diligence and business case development processes.

Workstream: Financial, Assets & Contracts (cont’d)

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap 43

Key Projects

Set up basic 

banking and financial 

admin processes 
(completed after go/no go 

decision)

• There will be a small number of bank accounts and other financial administrative items required for Legal Day One, essentially 
to ensure that the organization has the necessary accounts, credit facilities, online donation and payment gateways, and other 
mission-critical facilities to be successful as a new regional entity.

• A checklist and process to confirm that the right new accounts have been opened, and all old accounts have been closed for 
the 11 entities should be included in the transition planning activities. 

38

Develop financial 

readiness checklists and  

transition plan

• Most administrative process design can be performed post-merger, however it will be important to define a small number of 
financial administrative processes for the new entity to collect donations in-person, by phone, or through third-parties (e.g. 
employer workplace gifts, community partners). 

• It will also be important for the entity to enable the people and technology resources to perform tasks such as bookkeeping, 
paying bills, generating invoices, and other administrative activities, starting on Legal Day One.

• Detailed transition planning should be done prior to Legal Day One to ensure all financial activities and readiness tasks have 
been adequately performed. This should include transfer of property, other financial assets such as GICs or other investments, 
etc.
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A key enabler of modern business, particularly for dispersed environments, is the establishment of secure 
technology platforms to enable business administration, data management, and communications.

Workstream: Technology & Information

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap 44

Define 

immediate IT needs and 

make key technology 

decisions

• The future state organizational design will inform key decisions about what technology and IT services are needed to establish 
an effective technology environment, and support the new entity on Legal Day One. 

• An assessment will be performed, and high-level design prepared to make key technology choices about operating 
environment and business needs. It will also identify whether:

• The technology environment from an existing UW can be expanded to provide capability needed including hosting of 
internet-based activities;

• If there is a need for certain enterprise applications for office administration and general business operations that should 
be adopted;

• If some equipment, devices or computers are too outdated and inefficient to support, or are incompatible with the new 
entity’s operating environment, and need to be replaced immediately; and 

• What hardware and software applications are needed for effective business communications across the region, 
recognizing that remote teaming will be a reality.

• A key set of decisions will be related to whether the new organization should bring all of the enabling capability in-house, or 
whether there are third-party contract relationships that can better support the new UW for the region.

Key Projects

• A detailed assessment of the current state of the 11 UW’s technology environment is not necessary, as we are assuming that all 11 entities will be moving to a 
new regional entity. Instead, it will be important to define the technology needs for that new entity. It will be an intense process to define what is needed. 

• Key questions include: what tools are needed to team and communicate as one region? What technology environment is best suited to our day to day business 
operational needs? What do we need now to manage cyber-risks? How can we effectively collect and record financial transactions including donations from Day 
One? Do we have business technology assets such as laptops, printers or photocopiers that should be replaced right away, and if so, what will we replace them 
with? How will we provide IT support across the region? Should we engage external contractors or manage IT needs within the new entity?

Key Strategic Questions to be Answered
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A key enabler of modern business, particularly for dispersed environments, is the establishment of secure 
technology platforms to enable business administration, data management, and communications.

Workstream: Technology & Information (cont’d)
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Key Projects

Assess and 

plan data 

migration 

• Data migration for any integration project is complex, and given the number of organizations and manual processes that are 
likely to exist, data migration can be a massive issue. 

• A high-level assessment will be needed to determine which data (if any) are needed on Legal Day One, or beyond, and how 
that data should be transferred, protected, and stored. 

• A checklist and plan should be factored into readiness activities for this effort.

41

Prepare for Day One 

business operations 
(completed after go/no go 

decision)

• Implementation of the choices made in Project 40 (e.g. operating environment) will be needed in advance of Legal Day One. 
Some of these items might include:

• Set up of new operating environment

• Creation of new user accounts and login credentials for all UW staff

• Set up of applications to manage the organization’s people resources, such as input of data re: active personnel; payroll 
and benefits information; time-tracking if necessary

• Purchasing of new licenses for office administration software (e.g. Microsoft Office), and remote communications 
accounts (e.g. Zoom, Teams)

• Installation and set up of printers, scanners, photocopiers and other office technology

• Acquisition of new UW web domain / launch of website 

• Closure of old web domains and email accounts

• Migration of third-party and other online fundraising accounts to new entity

• Training for staff unfamiliar with mission-critical software, VPN or login/access procedures

42

Assess and plan 

for Day One 

IT support
(completed after go/no go 

decision)

• The new entity will need to ensure its staff, donors and other stakeholders have a seamless transition to the new entity. That 
will mean that a back-up plan is required for anything that goes wrong, for example, if staff cannot access their email, or if 
online donation platforms are not activated. All Day One activities will need to be tested in advance, however a support plan
should also be developed to avoid confusion, frustration and embarrassment. Third-party support contractors may be 
considered.

43
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Implementation Workplan, Timeline 
and Budget Estimate
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Implementation of the key projects and activities as outlined in earlier sections will require focus and dedicated support. Also, there are 
dependencies between the projects that require sequencing and timing of activities, for example, to ensure that certain aspects of future state 
design are complete, prior to the start of due diligence.

In general, the workplan and timeline that follows in the subsequent pages makes several key assumptions:

• That certain activities in the third phase will only be initiated IF a Go Decision is reached (see black arrow, next page). If a No-Go Decision is 
reached, then implementation should be abandoned;

• That the implementation phases will be appropriately resourced with the right skillsets and sufficient capacity to ensure that important work is 
delivered on time, according to the schedule;

• That identified project resources will be available on a full-time basis, as needed;

• That working groups will include representation of the 11 United Ways, but will be led by a dedicated project resource who will be primarily 
responsible for performing the detailed work; and that 

• That detailed implementation planning is performed in the next phase of work to ensure that implementation follows an integrated master 
plan.

Introduction to Implementation Workplan and Timeline
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These recommendations can be implemented over a 12-month period, leading up to Legal Day One

Recommended Phase 2 Project Structure

48

Project Management

Governance & People

Impact & Passion

Design the Future Perform Due Diligence Execute the Transition

Design governance model for new entity8

Design role of new CEO9

Develop constating documents, key governance policies and processes10

Establish PMO leadership and onboard resources1

Ongoing Project & Change Management including Stakeholder Consultations-

Develop Integrated Unification “Master Plan”2

Confirm Phase 2 Project Governance3

Set up PMO processes and tools4

Conduct stakeholder change needs analysis5

Develop internal/external communications plan6

Execute communications plan7

Select new Board of Directors11

Plan dissolution of existing UWs12

Select new CEO13Design new org and staffing model14 Develop new role descriptions15

Develop an HR Inventory16

Assess and Make People Transition Decisions17

Develop an HR Transition Plan18

Set up Basic HR Admin Processes19

Prepare LOI, by-laws and other legal docs20

Prepare new employment agreements21

Prepare exit packages (if any)22

Assess Union Contract and Plan Transition23

Register New Legal Entity24

Dissolve Existing UWs25

Assess and Document Existing Relationships29

Develop Atlantic fundraising strategy30

Develop Community Investment Policy 31

Assign donors and community partners32

Inventory UW social media and other channels26 Define new UW Brand and Collateral27

Sign Letters of Intent-

Go / No Go Decision

Legal Day One

Months 0 to 3 Months 3 to 9 Months 9 to 12+

Inventory UW Programs and Services33

Develop and Execute Plan for Celebrations and Launch28

Plan Migration of Programs and Services34

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation Roadmap
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These recommendations can be implemented over a 12-month period, leading up to Legal Day One

Recommended Phase 2 Project Structure (cont’d)

49

Enabling Areas

Design the Future Perform Due Diligence Execute the Transition

Sign Letters of Intent-

Legal Day One

Months 0 to 3 Months 3 to 9 Months 9 to 12+

Inventory UW Banking and Financial Assets and Arrangements35

Assess Financial Obligations and Make Transition Decisions36

Set up Basic Banking and Financial Admin Processes38Develop Future State Financial Model and Refine Business Case37

Develop Financial Readiness Checklists and Day One Transition Plan 39

Assess Immediate IT Needs and Make Key Technology Decisions40

Assess and Plan Data Migration41 Prepare for Day One Business Operations42

Prepare for Day One IT Support43

United Ways of Atlantic - Phase 2 Implementation RoadmapGo / No Go Decision
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ID Item Potential Costs and Assumptions

1 Establish PMO leadership and onboard project resources

Full-time project manager; working team resources including part-time resources and seconded UW staff (if any). Assumes all 
project-related analysis and work is done by PMO / project resources captured in this line.
Direct costs associated with salaries, or external contractors or seconded resources;  UW can reduce direct cost by reducing 
team size and expanding timeline; or could complete work more quickly with a larger team. 

2 Develop Integrated Unification "Master Plan" No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

3 Confirm Phase 2 Project Governance No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

4 Set up PMO processes and tools No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

5 Conduct stakeholder change needs analysis No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

6 Develop internal/external communications plan No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

7 Execute communications plan
Minor costs associated with project-related change and communications, such as cost of online engagement survey, or small 
tangible rewards to support UW staff engagement (e.g. coffee mugs, t-shirts)

8 Design governance model for the new entity No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

9 Design role of new CEO No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

10 Develop constating documents and policies Legal Fees.

11 Select new Board of Directors No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

12 Plan dissolution of existing Boards Legal fees. Registration / filing costs.

13 Select new CEO Recruitment / search costs; potentially salary and benefits costs if external candidate is selected.

14 Design new org and staffing model
No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO. Net new salary and benefits implications will be 
factored into business case.

15 Develop new role descriptions No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

16 Develop an HR Inventory No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

17 Assess and Make People Transition Decisions Some legal fees.

18 Develop an HR Transition Plan No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

19 Set up Basic HR Admin Processes New HR system if necessary; payroll and benefits processing fees (set-up);

20 Prepare by-laws and other legal docs Legal fees.

21 Prepare new employment agreements Legal fees. Salary differential if any for existing staff. New salary and benefits costs for net new staff.

22 Prepare exit packages (if any) Legal fees. Severance costs if any.

23 Assess Union Contract and Plan Transition Legal fees; specialized labour relations advice.

24 Register New Entity Legal fees; Incorporation Fees; Registration Fees

25 Dissolve Existing UWs Legal fees; Filing Fees

Implementation Budget Estimate (balance of Phase 2)
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ID Item Potential Costs and Assumptions

26 Inventory UW social media and other channels

No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

27 Define new UW brand and collateral Graphic design costs; new signage production; website design; web hosting; new domain(s).

28 Develop and Execute Plan for Celebrations and Launch Costs related to radio/tv advertising, launch activities, celebratory events.

29 Assess and document existing relationships No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

30 Develop Atlantic-wide fundraising strategy No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

31 Develop Community Invsetment Policy No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

32 Assign donors and community partners to new entity No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

33 Inventory existing programs and services No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

34 Plan migration of programs and services to new entity No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

35 Inventory all UW banking and financial arrangements No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

36 Assess financial obligations and make transition decisions No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

37 Develop financial model and refine business case No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

38 Set up basic banking and financial processes No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

39 Develop financial readiness checklists and transition plan No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

40
Define immediate IT needs and make key technology 
decisions

No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

41 Assess and plan data migration No direct cost identified at this time. Assumes work will be done by PMO.

42 Prepare for Day One business operations
Costs incurred for Day One such as lease for new entity; penalties related to lease termination or other contract termination; 
transferring control for existing contracts to new entity; new furniture; purchasing of new devices and laptops; software 
licenses; new hardware and business equipment; etc.

43 Prepare for Day One IT Support Third-party support contract or salary costs if net new IT resources are required.

Implementation Budget Estimate (balance of Phase 2) – cont’d
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About Letters of Intent
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• A Letter of Intent (LOI) is a short non-binding contract that 
precedes a binding agreement. It is a document that declares 
the preliminary commitment of one party to do business with 
another. 

• LOIs outline the intention of two or more parties to follow 
through with the binding agreement, after a period of due 
diligence. 

• LOIs are useful when two or more parties are initially brought 
together to hammer out the broad strokes of a deal before 
resolving the finer points of a transaction. A letter of intent is 
usually drafted and signed while negotiations between parties 
are ongoing, so that the final terms of a deal might vary from 
what was agreed upon in the letter of intent.

• Due diligence is a rigorous analytical process that is always 
performed prior to a major business transaction such as the 
merger of different organizations, and – assuming no major 
surprises are uncovered in due diligence – provides all parties 
with the transparency, understanding and full disclosures 
needed to enter into the binding agreement freely, willingly 
and with sufficient information to make an informed decision.

Signing a letter of intent prior to launching the next phase of work is strongly recommended to assess 
readiness/commitment, reduce risk, and align parties on terms.

About Letters of Intent
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What is a Letter of Intent?

• The 11 United Ways have come to general agreement on their 
shared vision, and have selected a model to be adopted in 
future. While the details and specific timing are not known, it 
appears that the organizations are generally ‘on the same 
page’ at this time. 

• However, the due diligence process requires significant effort 
and investment to inventory all of the assets, liabilities and 
develop a business case to document the potential transaction. 
This is a very time-consuming and expensive process to 
undertake if parties are ‘not sure’. Signing an LOI before 
embarking on this process will help the parties understand the 
level of commitment and if the investment is worthwhile.

• LOI are universally non-binding, however the process to create 
and sign require Boards to decide whether they are ready to 
proceed. The LOI should outline the intent of the parties is to 
join together as one region.

• Having the Boards sign an LOI now will also provide continuity 
in the event of changes to board or staff representation.

Why sign an LOI now?
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Preparation of a Letter of Intent

This is an important legal document that will be relied upon by many 
different parties. It is advisable to obtain advice from a commercial lawyer, 
and have them prepare the letter and outline the right process for all 
parties to sign it.

Structure of an LOI

Letters of intent often follow a similar structure. They can be written like a 
letter from one party to another. There are almost universally non-binding 
since the finer details of the transaction are not yet known. 

However, even in the Letter of Intent stage, there are some clauses that 
should be considered binding (such as non-disclosure, exclusivity, and 
governing law). 

A high-level LOI structure is provided in the table to the right:

About Letters of Intent
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The main points that are typically included in a letter of intent 
include:

• The intention of the parties to participate 

• The intended or expected outcome of the transaction, in terms 
of its overview and structure (e.g. single region, new legal 
entity, functional model of organization)

• The expected timeline for due diligence and final business case 
(e.g. when the binding decision should be made)

• A potential “closing date” for Legal Day One, which should be 
some time after a Go Decision is reached allowing for further 
readiness activities to be completed

• The process to be followed in performing due diligence 

• Confidentiality

• Exclusivity

• Signatures for all parties (e.g. Boards)

Sample LOI Structure
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Appendices:
A – Phase 2 Scope and Strategic Choices to Date
B – Risk Assessment
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Appendix A: Phase 2 Scope & 
Strategic Choices to Date
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To execute on the Define, Plan, and Design work, Deloitte held robust monthly discussion with the ACC, 
received confidential input from each United Way through interviews, and obtained advice from three 
external organizations who have previously unified for greater collective impact. 

Phase 2: Deloitte Scope & Approach
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Deliverables

Key
Activities

• Clarify outcomes; agree end-state vision
• Identify 2-3 operating model options
• Document implementation priorities, 

timelines, key activities, effort, budget and 
resources

• Support for initial governance operations and 
decision-making

• To-be operating model options analysis (1 
selected, if possible)

• Detailed 12 month workplan, including:
• Key activities (e.g. change, technology, 

financial, etc.)
• Key project roles and resources
• Benefits and target outcomes
• Estimated budget and timeline

Execution of implementation plan
• Change management support, engagement 

and communications
• Build out of selected options and models
• Engagement/contracting of identified project 

resources, at the right time

• Detailed Future State Operating Model
• Detailed Business Case and accompanying 

Implementation Roadmap

Mar to May ’21  (~11 weeks)
May to Feb ’22  balance of 12 

months)

S T E P  B :  P L A N  &  
D E S I G N

S T E P  C :  D E V E L O P M E N TBS T E P  A :  D E F I N EA C

Feb to Mar ’21   (4 to 6 weeks)

• Design target governance model for Active 
Collaboration Committee, and leading 
practices from Board HealthScore™

• Consultation with UWs Boards and EDs
• Support good governance in 11 UWs with 

current state assessment Board 
HealthScoreTM

• Target governance model
• Board HealthScore™ results for Committee + 

11 UW Boards
• Playbook of key governance policies and 

processes such as:
• Structures, roles and responsibilities
• Decision-making
• Meeting practices
• Accountability and risk management

Deloitte’s scope of work

Below articulates the scope for Step A Define, and Step B Plan & Design for Phase 2 of the collaboration work. Step C was not in scope for this 
part of the project, but it is recommended that to ensure momentum and continuity the UW’s start on Step C as soon as they are able.
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The UW’s in Atlantic Canada recognize that through collaboration and strength in numbers, there is an opportunity to increase impact in local 
communities, elevate donor stewardship and digital capabilities, and build on the innovation and leadership already underway across 
the region to address issues of poverty.

The UW’s are aware that the status quo is not sustainable, and that several layers of complex external forces (below) require both individual and 
collective efforts in response. Improving adaptability to these forces will ensure that United Ways can continue to positively impact their 
communities and deliver on its mission.

From October 2020 to May 2021, the UW’s participated in an initial exercise to align strategic direction for collaboration in the region. This 
resulted in a renewed commitment to collaborate strategically with the end goal of amalgamation. Since then, the UW’s have sought external 
support to progress the shared vision in a ‘Phase 2’ collaboration project.

In January 2021, Deloitte was engaged by the 11 organizations for a ‘Define, Plan, and Design’ phase to provide additional clarity and detail 
before committing to the rest of Phase 2. Key outcomes included:

• The design of the Active Collaboration Committee (ACC), an interim governance model for the duration of the collaboration work (including 
the design of structures, roles, responsibilities, decision-making, meeting processes, etc.)

• Obtaining alignment on desired outcomes, guiding principles, and a shared vision for collaboration in the region

• Exploring options for to-be operating models, including selection of one target operating model to be used for the basis of analysis 

Driven by a mission of increased impact in the communities they serve, the 11 United Ways (UW) in Atlantic 
Canada are working together to determine readiness and options for more formal collaboration. Since 
January 2021, the UW’s have participated in a scoping exercise to determine the potential opportunity.

Background & Drivers
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New operating models & 
the rise of the social 

enterprise

Decreasing donor bases & 
net reduction in gov’t 

funding

Increased market 
competition in the 

charitable landscape 

Evolving nature of 
interactions between 
donors & non-profits

Increasing impact of 
technology

Demographic shifts that 
influence donor behaviors
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The Atlantic United Ways have identified a collective desire to:

• Increase external impact, including serving more people and communities, extending reach to underserved communities in the Atlantic 
region;

• Increase internal efficiency including regional communications / marketing / social media, as well as back-office functions such as financial 
management, cyber-security, human resources, and technology;

• Elevate donor stewardship and improve the donor experience;

• Create opportunities to improve United Ways’ eminence and advocacy on key topics (e.g. affordable housing, child poverty, and several 
other topics)

• Improve revenue and diversify revenue sources

• Build on the innovation and leadership already underway.

After the ACC determined the degree of collaboration (full unification), it was important to answer the 
question ‘what do the UWs in Atlantic hope to achieve through unification’? Below are the desired outcomes 
of coming together as one.
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Key Decisions: Desired Outcomes
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When it came time to choose an operating model to enable the shared 
vision of single-region unification, the ACC process and thinking became 
more refined. The ACC was presented with eight generic and commonly 
used operating models to compare and evaluate. Using the foundations 
of guiding principles, shared vision of unification, and five evaluation 
criteria, they determined a functional model would be most 
appropriate for the Atlantic region.

A functional model groups activities and employees according to their 
business function. In this design, one newly created UW would provide 
all of the front-office and back-office UW functions for the entire region 
(e.g., sharing and collaborating to provide all programs, fundraising / 
development, donor experience, as well as IT, HR, finance, etc.)

This is an intuitive and cost-effective model, and simplest to stand up for 
net-new organizations. The added critical mass in the region can be 
expected to strengthen brand relevancy and provide opportunities for 
greater impact, advocacy, and influence.

From an implementation perspective, this model is the least disruptive 
to bring 11 organizations together, and the most cost-effective to 
implement. This also provides the UWs an opportunity to achieve 
consistency across the Atlantic region in important areas (e.g., donor 
experience, cyber security, etc.)

The ACC was presented with eight different options for commonly used operating models. As a group, they 
passed a resolution that a functional model would best support them in delivering on their desired 
outcomes and shared vision for unification in the region.

Key Decisions: Operating Model 
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Shared 
Vision

Guiding 
Principles

Evaluation 
Criteria
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Functional Model

Most United Ways currently used a Functional 
Model. The new organization formed for the 
United Ways in Atlantic would also set up by 
functions such as fundraising, programs, 
human resources, etc.
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Appendix B: Risk Assessment
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Risk Assessment
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Risk Description Probability Mitigation

Loss of 
participation

Case for unification is not strong enough for all organizations, leading to a partial 
amalgamation. This could lead to a significant dilution of the benefits to 
unification and could risk compromising UW identity and sustainability in the 
future

Medium to 
High

A well-defined unification rationale, drivers, and vision and 
integration strategy must be communicated to all stakeholders. 
The UWs could also agree to implement a future “buy-in cost” for 
any organizations who choose to opt out now but join 
amalgamation in the future. 

Negative public 
perception

Negative and incorrect perception of unification for donors and volunteers 
leading to decrease in support

Medium Play an active role in managing stakeholder expectations and 
reactions. Perform stakeholder identification and impact analysis 
to gain insights then develop tailored stakeholder group 
communication approaches and messaging. 

Loss of key 
stakeholders

Confusion and lack of communication around unification rationale and process 
could lead to loss of key stakeholders (employees, board members, volunteers, 
etc.) resulting in reduced core legacy knowledge and relationships

Medium A well-defined unification rationale and  transparent integration 
process must be communicated to all stakeholders. Create 
retention strategy for critical stakeholders and plan for 
succession planning / knowledge transfer. 

Delays in 
integration 
execution and 
realizing synergy 
benefits

• Different UWs exhibit different level of agility to adapt to the change in 
process, people and technology which delays integration progress

• Inability to adapt to individual vs regional thinking creating resistance to new 
operating model and causing more effort to create alignment on strategy

• Lack of focused and capable resources to drive integration program and 
momentum

• Changes in implementation plans which reduces opportunities to realize full 
synergy

• Transition takes focus from business-as-usual causing decline in overall 
performance

Medium • Set up PMO with integration expertise to develop and drive 
integration program and pace

• Prioritize integration activities and balance with resource 
availability to drive change without disrupting regular operations

• Develop change management strategy to help employee transition

• Develop cultural transition plan to help transition to one work culture 
for the organization


